ANNEX III
Additional Location Requirements

1. Technology and Infrastructure

1.1 Personnel will be heavy users of information and telecommunications technology. The facility will be pre-configured to accommodate the telecommunications and technology requirements of a modern office.

1.2 Minimum telecommunications and technology requirements and guarantees:

- Power and telecommunications services that meet the highest level of resilience, business continuity and quality available within the territory.
- Guarantees that the host government will never deactivate UNICEF’s access to the Internet via its prime or fallback links. Should there be interruptions because of disasters or interventions by third parties, the host government will do its utmost to assist in restoring the communications links in a timely fashion.
- Guarantees that the host government will never constrain accessibility of Cloud based or via-the-Internet services that UNICEF requires for conducting its business. Should there be pervasive restrictions technically imposed across the national territory, the host state will aid in identifying and fully permitting workarounds for UNICEF’s purposes.
- Guarantees that the host government will accept UNICEF’s choice of ICT devices and software to be used for work purposes, allowing unrestricted import, deployment and usage.
- Guarantees that the host government will fully respect the immunities and privileges of UNICEF and treat UNICEF’s information repositories and ICT based communications with full immunity. As is the case for physical premises of UN/diplomatic presences, the host government will assume accountability for protecting the ICT infrastructure and information repositories for UNICEF staff working in that country from criminal cyberattacks originating from its territory. As far as the mentioned information repositories are concerned, this applies to information stored within the host territory or remotely in the Cloud.
- The host government understands and accepts that UNICEF reserves the right to trigger independent cyber security investigations and publish the details of any such breach in relation to the points mentioned above. It reserves the right to seek financial compensations, penalties or sanctions, as the case might be in the case.
2. **Safety and Security**

2.1 The facility will need to meet or exceed the appropriate situation-specific security procedures and measures for premises safety and security, including the Minimum Operating Security Standards (MOSS) for United Nations premises at the date of handing over the premises to UNICEF.

Additional specifications on technology, infrastructure, safety and security will be provided during the negotiation with the host country of the legal agreement.